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doces" thou teachest, for it is certainly an instruc-

tor and affords much intellectual entertainment.

In connection with this
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issued. For example, a late issue from the Tonga

islands but made in London. Indeed, the wilds of

Africa, the distant islands of the Pacific and the

tumultuous republics of Central America far out-

shine the cultured countries of the
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ployed on one stamp. These are interesting for

their crude and curious designs but are not popular

with collectors, probably because of our inability

to read them.

Afghanis ^ tan

ployed

^
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it is said that similar creatures have been seen by

earnest philatelists after an evening of study in the

billiard room of the Collectors Club, followed by a

light supper of broiled lobster and welsh rarebit.

Very familiar to collectors are the camel of Obock

and the ^^s^^^l^

zal of Guatemala

god-king of

-the transmigrated form of the

the Aztecsj^he_ lyjre-

bird and Kangaroo of New South Wales. New

Foundland has pictured the s7^.o 501 Tm87425.42 Tf
 0 1 234 500 Tm58 Tm
(bird)Tj
ET
/96 30.7 Tf
BT
0 1 530 505 T561 Tm
(New)Tj
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/105430.7 Tf
Bfish,1 234 500 Tm58 Tm
(bird)Tj
ET
/51 2447 Tf
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(New)Tj
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/77 2429 Tf
Biij!ss"Skj*^=^==&s.»
1 0 0 1 6486.9Tm
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•'^T
11 0 0 1 446 502oundland)Tj
ET
/F1 23.89 Tf
AusBT
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rose, thistle and shamrock of the Briti^;h i^mpire.

Japan, ever artistic and ever

9.4artis988i^mpi105,



looking native ^^^^^S dhow. The stamps

of Rhodesia and B^^S^^ffl
^^^ Congo Free

State depict the advance of civihzation on the dark

continent. History is sumptuously illustrated in

the series of stamps issued hy

our Government to commem-

orate the 400th anniversary

of

 Tfi3rateouri3rateorateFree
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and the legend "light and liberty," typical of the light

of civilization and progress now

dawning upon that part of the

world. And on one of the late is-

sues of Portugal is a beautiful al-

legory of the muse of history

watching Da Gama's voyage to the

East.

From allegory to mythology is but

a step. Greece
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opens to us, leading as it does directly into the

world of books, pictures and art. But at present









lYom " The PopuLir Science MoatHly," Vol, XLVI, K„. 5. Copjrighl, 1895, by D. Appleton i Co.
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touched up by hand and subjected to close scrutiny



A number of very delicate machines are used as

aids to the engraver, though much more for bank-

notes and large pieces of work than for postage

stamps. These are called ruling machines, medal-

lion rulers, cycloidal and geometric lathes. Ruling

machines are used to make the backgrounds of por-

traits, the shadings of letters and similar work.

Here is a very
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moved in a circle and, at the same time, forward.

By altering the size of the circle and the speed

of the foward movement a great variety of

circle
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ing depressions on the backs of the stamps. The

sheets are then dried, gummed and dried again

They are now sogummedand

TheyareandTheysheetssosogummedthen

and

thensheets

gummedsheets

Theydriedare
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this class belong the stamps of the first issues of
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others transferred to it.Tf
BT
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New Caledonia. The design (fifty stamps in five

rows of ten) was drawn upon the stone by a ser-
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' wove and laid. Wove paper has an even texture

suggestive of cloth. Like cloth it may show no

grain when held to the light or it may have the

I

appearance of interwoven threads. The paper

ordinarily used for books and newspapers is wove.

There is a very thin, tough wove paper, much like

\that familiarly known as " onion-skin," which is

called pelure by philatelists. On a few occasions

a wove paper, which is nearly as thick as card

board, has been used for stamps.

Laid paper shows alternate light and darlc lines,

parallel and close together. These

lines are called vergures.
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gelatine preparation. On this the design was print-

ed reversed, i. e. only to be seen correctly when

viewed through the paper. The stamps were gum-,

med on the printed side. When they were affixed

to an envelope any attempt
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with a silk thread between them but the fraud was

not difficult to detect.

Some of the United States revenue stamps were

printed on a paper which had a few bits of silk

fibre scattered through it. The paper called granite

or Silurian has a quantity of colored threads mixed

with the pulp. In Switzerland blue and red

threads were used,
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which fresh water continually flows. When thor-

oughly ground the pulp is treated with a bleaching

fluid which removes
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by needles which are not hollow and merely prick

holes in the paper without removing any of it. This
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lines in watered silk and is called moire'e. It covers

the entire back of the sheet. Sometimes the stamps
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The first stamp

made in St; Helena

was a six pence. For

a long time no other

1 value
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the South African Republic, which was surcharged

during the British occupation of the country. The

second is a stamp issued during the same occupa-

tion and surcharged after the Boers again came

into stampis

Africanthe

of

ofTheBoersofBoersstampistheof
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quent of the march of great events, and there is

a touch of pathos in Poland's solitary stamp.

Finally, I wish to call your attention to a few

stamps which tell most interesting stories, and

which have a touch of
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On the stamps and coins of Tur-

key we miss the portrait of the

reigning sovereign, which we
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tonghra which we illustrate

reads: "His Majesty Ab-

dul Hamid, son of Mejid,

may he be always victo-

rious."




















